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Today in luxury:

Luxury general managers on how 5-star expectations have changed

No better source exists to learn about the current expectations of luxury travelers than a team of experienced general
managers of five-star hotels. We rounded up several global nomads to discuss how luxury hospitality has evolved
over recent decades, says Skift.

Click here to read the entire article on Skift

For the ultra-rich, peace of mind is a $264K safe

Buben & Zorweg makes six-figure strongboxes with built-in humidors, stereos, bulletproof glass, and bragging rights,
per Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Rejuvenated Lincoln seeks a place of its  own

Lincoln is asking its dealers in the 30 top U.S. luxury markets to build stand-alone stores, reversing an effort to
consolidate with the Ford brand, after a product revival has given Lincoln confidence that it can challenge top-tier
makes, reports Automotive News.

Click here to read the entire article on Automotive News

Luxury listings stay put as buyers come ready for a bargain

Luxury apartments keep lingering on the market. As inventory grows and a buyer's market creates the opportunity to
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extend negotiations, high-end properties are moving at a sluggish pace. In this environment, it's  sellers and
developers who are quick to course correct and adjust pricing that have an advantage, brokers said, according to
The Real Deal.

Click here to read the entire article on The Real Deal
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